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Abstract : Since time memorial fundamental particle /god particle/ Bramh-kan has been a matter of anxiety. In
various religious books of different sect this particle is discussed. The recent achievement in Standard Physical
Model at CERN and consequent award of Nobel Prize to the findings further excited the globe for discussion on the
matter. The present article presents the decoded version of god particle in Tulsi-Manas and its similarity with
CERN findings. The interesting part of the article is that the findings of CERN matches to that described in
Manas with a clear lead shown in the field of fundamental particle. Findings of Manas Bramh-kan can guide the
researchers interested in Higgs boson particle to a great extent. Manas guide lines for lead work are mentioned in the
last of the article.
inter-conversion from one another, orientation of particles
in the atom, conformation, inter-action with other physical
and chemical factors has been described. Mechanism of
inter-conversion and interaction with other moieties, their
field of influence, coupling mechanism etc. are described
in detail.

Introduction
The fundamental particle has been the matter of
inquisitiveness for human kind since times immemorial.
The work on Standard Physical Model started in 1964 in
several countries and labs across globe. However the
modern CERN experiment was performed in 2012.

The appearance of fundamental particle in the Sun's family
along with its components and primordial energy, its
physical, chemical and biological behavior, its power and
authority and dimensions are illustrated. The comparison
between Standard Physical Model, Higgs boson and
Bramh-kan has been elaborated. Discussed fundamental
particle beyond Standard Physical Model may lead the
researchers to work further in the subject. It reveals that
India had very deep knowledge in the field of particle
physics even in 16th century. The author wishes to draw the
attention of scientists in general and nuclear physicists in
particular for a new success in the field of fundamental
particle.
About 13.82 billion years ago after the Big Bang
spontaneous symmetry breaking happened in 10-11
seconds. The event violated the symmetry in the sea of
energy unleashed by the Bang and gave rise to particles
with different masses.

Tulsi Ramcharitmanas has been exhaustively studied and
researched for social, cultural and spiritual aspects; a
comprehensive exploration from the perspective of
science, bringing equality and prosperity is recently done
which is still continuing.
The two books "Ramcharitmanas-Ocean of science" and
"Vande vishuddh vigyanau, Ramcharitmanas", have
explored the tradition of Rishie's and established that India
is a repository of science since several centuries.
The present script also enables the experts to understand
the fundamental particle beyond Standard Physical Model
through Manas. Where, Bramh kan(God particle) has been
dealt with very significantly and it has been established as
an omniscient and omnipotent particle/power. Its
attributes, genesis, transformations and resultants are
described very coherently. Starting from the definition of
atom, electron, proton, neutron, their interrelationship,
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In order to understand the fundamental particle
modern CERN experiment was started in 1964 on Standard
Physical Model. This yielded the concept of 6 Bosons, 6
Leptons and 6 kinds of Quarks along with 49 other
particles, comparably of less significance.
The year 2012 was declared as the year of God
Particle. On invention of two particles sized 123.5 GEV
and the other 126.6 GEV (Gega electron volts), these
particles were probably the unknown last part of standard
model.

Mechanism of Formation of Sub-Atomic Structures
The experiment proves that Higgs particles contribute in the development / synthesis / formation of other sub-atomic
structures. These two hypothetical smallest particles are being named as god particles, though the inventors never called it as
God-particle. This dream project of Large Hadrons Collider had support of almost four thousand scientists across the globe.
In the process out of 1000 billion collusions only one Higgs- boson particle was observed, giving an idea of only 4 percent
matter with 96% dark matter.
In the Higgs-boson particle's studies, matter was found only in one particle while the other particle contained only charge.
Mr.Higgs and Mr. Englert attributed these masses to the Higgs field, an invisible field of energy pervading the universe. The
smallest disturbance in this field was encapsulated as particles move through this field. Higgs-boson couple with them in
varying degrees; stronger the coupling, more the retardation of the particles motion through the field and greater it's mass.
This mechanism has come to be known as the Higgs boson Brout mechanism, for which Mr. Higgs and Mr. Englert have
been awarded Nobel Prize as well.
Usually Tulsi-Ramcharitmanas is considered as the finest Mahakavya in the literature and treated as a Religious and social
script. However, on careful observation and decoding, it leads to a much targeted science book encompassing all branches of
modern science. The 4th shloka of first chapter Balkanda says;

oUns fo'kq)foKkukS AA cky dk.M 'yksd 4
Worship pure science. For well being of the globe Tulsi opted science as a tool.

fcuq fcX;ku fd lerk vkcb A dksb vodkl fd uHk fcuq ikob AA
Science popularization was done through chanting of Manas in a poetic way using common man language and stage play of
Ramlila.
The synopsis of Manas states that the four ends of human existence, viz; worldly riches, religious merit/matter
characteristics, enjoyment and liberation, the reasoned exposition of jnana (knowledge of God particle in His absolute
formless aspect) and vijnanana (systematic knowledge of qualified divinity both with and without form), will be discussed
in detail.

vjFk /kje dkekfnd pkjh A dgc X;ku fcX;ku fcpkjh AA cky dk.M nksgk 36 pkSikbZ 5
The last shloka of Manas states that reader would attain glory, purity, bliss, cheerfulness and fortification with Science and
Spirituality.

iq.;a ikigja lnk f'kodja foKku HkfDr izna AA mRrjdk.M 'yksd 130 [k
On scientific analysis of Manas it is quite obvious that there is a description of God particle “Bramh kan” which participates
in the worldly affairs from creation, conservation & dissolution and origin to evolution. The Bramh-Kan is the fundamental
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particle of animate and inanimate world. Thus, it is the basic
ingredient of all worldly matter and energy is the very basis of
all the actions and chemical reactions. This analysis and
analogy described in Manas for creation, evolution and
dissolution could be very well compared with the modern
science, such as particle physics, atomic physics, atomic
chemistry, molecular biology and biological evolution. This
shows the scientific temper, scientific level and achievements
of Indian science well before 16th century.
Similar to the Higgs field Manas says that in obedience to
whose fiat maya/reaction brings forth multitudes of universe in
the quarter of a second.

yo fues"k egq¡ Hkqou fudk;k A jpb tklq vuqlklu ek;k AA
cky dk.M nksgk 224 pkSikbZ 2
The particle/Bramh-Kan can be ascertained as fundamental
particle only when it qualifies as omniscient, all pervading and
imperishable. These attributes could be proven by various scientific methods of synthesis, disintegration, and
transformation along with relationship between animate inanimate and qualified - unqualified ones.

Methodology
The detailed description of similar two particles is given in
Manas. However, the origins of such particles were discovered
by observations under Sun by Rishis.The description of
Bhram-kan 'God particles' are described in discrete form in
Manas.
However, in Manas the atom /Parmanu, electron, proton and
neutron are explained in a well way along with their interrelationships. The two other particles are also described in
detail. The measure of time taken by a Sun beam in passing
matter is named as Parmanu.

yo fues"k ijekuq tqx cj"k dyi lj paM A
Hktfl u eu rsfg jke dks dky tkl dksnaM AA yadk dk.M nksgk 0
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While the other component which is consistent in its behavior,
present in all is alike to all, imperishable and impartial by
nature/neutral can be compared to neutron.

rqEg le:i czã vfcuklh A lnk ,djl lgt mnklh AA
The ever unchangeable, integral, devoid of material
properties, unborn immutable, invincible, unfailing in power
and full of compassion is comparable to electron,

vdy vxqu vt vu/k vuke; A vftr veks?klfDr d:uke; AA
yadkdk.M nksgk 109 [k pkSikbZ 3
The third part of an atom is described as manifest as all,
pervade all, dwell in the heart of all therefore protects atom
every where is proton.

lcZ lcZxr lcZ mjky; A clfl lnk ge dgq¡ ifjiky; AA
mRrjdk.M nksgk 33 pkSikbZ 3&4
For me they are all centered in you. How ever, who is devoted
to you in thought,word and deed, should he be abandoned,
ocean of grace.

eksjsa lcb ,d rqEg Lokeh A nhu ca/kq mj varjtkeh AA
eu Øe cpu pju jr gksbZ A —ikfla/kq ifjgfjv fd lksbZ AA v;ks/;k dk.M nksgk 71 pkSikbZ 3&4
My dear son, Sita is your mother and while Rama who loves you in every way is your father. Neutron says that you( proton)
are my lord and it is known to you as well, and when I am obedient to you (means neutron is obedient to proton) you can not
abandon me (the proton cannot sustain without neutron). Neutron is originated from electron-positron thus is indicated as
electron and proton is mother and father of neutron, and there is suggestion that neutron must accompany proton, saying it
will perish.

rkr rqEgkfj ekrq cSnsgh A firk jkeq lc Hkk¡fr lusgh AA
Avadh is there where Rama dwells; there alone is the day where there is sunlight.

vo/k rgk¡ tg¡ jke fuoklw A rg¡b¡ fnolq tg¡ Hkkuq izdklw
If Sita and Rama are really proceeding for jungle, you have no business in Ayodhya.

tkSa iS lh; jkeq cu tkgha A vo/k rqEgkj dktq dNq ukgha AA v;ks/;k dk.M nksgk 73 pkSikbZ 1&2
God particle (proton + energy) does the same by which electron Sita and neutron (Laxmana) are protected and happy/stress
less. Whenever neutron is under stressing it always actively works for removal of the problem. It says that co-generated
brother i.e. proton and neutron is rarely available both are generated from the same ancestor.

lh; y[ku tsfg fcf/k lq[kq yggha A lksb j?kqukFk djfga lksb dggha AA
dgfga iqjkru dFkk dgkuh A lqufga y[kuq fl; vfr lq[kq ekuh AA v;ks/;k dk.M nksgk 140 pkSikbZ 1
vl fcpkfj ft;¡ tkxgq rkrk A feyb u txr lgknj Hkzkrk AA yadkdk.M nksgk 60 [k pkSikbZ 2&5
Similarly the neutron disintegrates when positrons are under stress and it never allows proton to be under stress or in distress
rather is very kind hearted for proton/Rama. So is done by electrons of the atom to support proton. This is also on the basis
of standard physical model where it is stated that proton and neutrons are ferminoes with vaues of the strong isospin
quantum number, so two proton and two neutrons can share the same space wave function since they are not identical
quantum entities. They sometimes are viewed as two different quantum states of the same particle, the nucleon. Two
ferminos, such as two protons, or two neutrons or a proton+ neutron (the deuteron) can exibit bosonic behavior when they
become loosely bound in pairs.
May your devotion to the feet of Sita and Rama be constant and untainted and ever new? Means the duty of neutron is to
protect the electron and proton to utmost possible.

jfr gksm vfcjy vey fl; j?kqchj in fur fur ubZ AA v;ks/;k dk.M NUn
The 49 particles of standard physical model of less significance have been described as a kind of quarks are comparable to 49
varieties of winds each presided over by a distinct God cumulatively called Maruts which were stimulated during fire in
Lanka by controller of wind energy named Pavan Putra Hanuman. Role of each one of the 49 less significant particles, needs
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to be explored for various applications. Since it is very clear from Manas that these 49 Maruts do take part in enhanced
energy liberation/bluster each one of these are controlled separately.

gfj izsfjr rsfg volj pys e#r mupkl A
vV~Vgkl dfj xtkZ dfi cf<+ ykx vdkl AA lqUnj dk.M nksgk 25
This also signifies that solar energy, wind energy and hydro/tidal energy perform the functions similarly. Because the Solar
energy presided over by its lord Sun/Rama, the Pawan/wind presided over by its lord" Pawan putra- Hanumana" and tidal
energy presided over by its lord, Varun are reported to perform the functions when high energy is required.
Maruts do not function on their own but need induction to release energy, all the 49 Maruts were stimulated by God Particles
during fire in Lanka. Thus stimuli is the matter of further research in this field. As Jamban induced Hanumana.
A nuclide (from nucleus) is an atomic species characterized by the specific constitution of its nucleus, i.e., by its number of
protonsZ, its number of neutrons N, and its nuclear energy state.[1]
Stability of nuclides by (Z,N):
Black – stable (all are primordial)
Red – primordial radioactive
Other – radioactive, with decreasing stability from orange to white Origins of naturally occurring nuclides
Natural radionuclides may be conveniently subdivided into three types.
First, those whose half-lives T1/2 are at least 2% as long as the age of the Earth (for practical purposes, these are difficult to
detect with half-lives less than 10% of the age of the Earth) (4.6×109 years). These are remnants of nucleosynthesis that
occurred in stars before the formation of the solar system
The second group of radionuclides that exist naturally consists of radiogenic nuclides such as 226Ra (T1/2 = 1,602 years), an
isotope of radium, which are formed by radioactive decay. They occur in the decay chains of primordial isotopes of uranium
or thorium. Some of these nuclides are very short-lived, such as isotopes of francium. There exist about 51 of these daughter
nuclides that have half-lives too short to be primordial, and which exist in nature solely due to decay from longer lived
radioactive primordial nuclides.
The third group consists of nuclides that are continuously being made in another fashion that is not simple spontaneous
radioactive decay (i.e., only one atom involved with no incoming particle) but instead involves a natural nuclear reaction.
These occur when atoms react with natural neutrons (from cosmic rays, spontaneous fission, or other sources), or are
bombarded directly with cosmic rays. The latter, if non-primordial, are called cosmogenic nuclides. Other types of natural
nuclear reactions produce nuclides that are said to be nucleogenic nuclides.
Stability of nuclides by (Z,N):
Black – stable (all are primordial)
Red – primordial radioactive
Other – radioactive, with decreasing stability from orange to white
Also there is a description of 51 'Shakti Peeths' established in India which do represent the matter and charge (energy) with
established relationship. In Manas it is said that the energy form is transformed as per the source of energy and fits into its
garb.
Nuclear properties in modern physics states the collection of 288 nuclides which are called Primordial nuclei, they are long
lived enough to be present from the birth of the solar system. Finally, additional 51 short lived nuclids are known to occur
naturally as daughter products of primordial nuclides decay or else as products of natural energetic processes on earth. The
second group of radionuclides that exist naturally consists of radiogenic nuclides such as 226Ra (T1/2 = 1,602 years), an
isotope of radium, which are formed by radioactive decay. They occur in the decay chains of primordial isotopes of uranium
or thorium. Some of these nuclides are very short-lived, such as isotopes of francium. There exist about 51 of these daughter
nuclides that have half-lives too short to be primordial, and which exist in nature solely due to decay from longer lived
radioactive primordial nuclides.

lrh fc/kk=h bafnjk ns[kha vfer vuwi A
tsfga tsfga cs"k vtkfn lqj rsfg rsfg ru vuq:i AAcky dk.M nksgk 54
In the past Rishis and sages were consistently working on Bramh-Kan, annual conferences were being organized regularly
in Allahabad at Bhardwaj Ashram, near confluence of Ganga and Yamuna. The sages gathered here, and proceeded to holy
bath. There was a great rejoicing every year and having performed their ablutions while the Sun stays in Capricorn, the hosts
of sages disperse after a month of deliberation.
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,fg izdkj Hkfj ek?k ugkgha A iqfu lc fut fut vkJe tkgha AA
izfr lacr vfr gksb vuank A edj efTt xoufga eqfuc`ank AA cky dk.M nksgk 44 pkSikbZ 1
They used to discuss the nature of Bramh-kan (the supreme eternal), the percepts of religion (content in the matter) and the
classification of fundamental entities and expatiate on devotion of the lord coupled with spiritual enlightenment and
dispassion. The attributes of Bramh, methods of studies up to elemental level were being undertaken and deliberated.

czã fu:iu /kje fcf/k cjufga rRo fcHkkx A
dgfg Hkxfr Hkxoar dS latqr X;ku fcjkx AA cky dk.M nksgk 44
Omniscience of God Particle and Attributes
The question was what should be the characteristic of Bramh-kan/God particle? It was said that whatever beings, animate or
inanimate there are in the universe, recognizing them one and all, as consisting of Seey-Ram /God particles. Further the
priority to assign Bramh was to ensure its omniscience, its availability in all forms of life and matter, as stated

tM+ psru tx tho tr ldy jkee; tkfu A
cnm¡ lc ds in dey lnk tksfj tqx ikfu AA cky dk.M nksgk 7 x
lh; jkee; lc tx tkuh A djm¡ izuke tksfj tqx ikuh AA cky dk.M nksgk 7 ?k 1
You are omniscient. Similarly electron and neutron do help in similar way. On reduction in electron proton releases positrons
and tries to stabilize the situaion.

iw¡Nsgq eksfg fd jgkSa dg¡ eSa iw¡Nr ldqpkm¡A
tg¡ u gksgq rg¡ nsgq dfg rqEgfg ns[kkokSa Bkm¡ AA v;ks/;k dk.M nksgk 127
The other question that arises is whether a single attribute of omniscience is adequate for a particle to be treated as
fundamental particle or Bramh-kan. If not then what? The other feature is its imperishability and capability of inducing life.
Brahma is one, all pervading and imperishable; he is all truth consciousness and a compact mass of joy.

C;kidq ,dq czã vfcuklh A lr psru ?ku vku¡n jklh AA cky dk.M nksgk 22 pkSikbZ 3
In furtherance the all pervading Brahma (absolute)/energy that are imperceptible and imperishable, the embodiment of
consciousness and bliss, at once the sum of all attributes. Energy dwells in atom in the form of electron, proton and neutron.
Proton is the centre of all attributes and neutron states like neutral irrespective of having charge, mass and energy -,+ ,+_.

djfga tksx tksxh tsfg ykxh A dksgq eksgq eerk enq R;kxh AA
C;kidq czãq vy[kq vfcuklh A fpnkuanq fujxqu xqujklh AA cky dk.M nksgk 340 pkSikbZ 3
The other question that arises is with above characteristics which satisfy the need of Bramh-kan, what makes the unqualified
Brahma assume a qualified form? Or it is no other than the indestructible Brahma, who is consciousness itself and who,
though bereft of all, yet dwells in the heart of all.
M++E=PE-N=M+EWhere E= Electron/Energy,P=Proton, N= Neutron M= Matter with +ve charge.

izFke lks dkju dggq fcpkjh A fuxqZu czã lxqu ciq /kkjh AA cky dk.M nksgk 109 pkSikbZ 2
jke czã fpue; vfcuklh A lcZ jfgr lc mj iqj cklh AA
ukFk /kjsm ujruq dsfg gsrw A eksfg leq>kb dggq c`"kdsrw AA cky dk.M nksgk 119 pkSikbZ 1
Cause of Conversion from Unqualified to Qualified
Further question was placed why the supreme eternal, which is all pervading, unbigoted, without parts, free from desire,
beyond maya, beyond all distinction and which not even the Vedas can comprehend why it assumes the body?.

czã tks C;kid fcjt vt vdy vuhg vHksn A
lks fd nsg /kfj gksb uj tkfg u tkur csn AA cky dk.M nksgk 50
Then the other question strikes the mind for ascertaining Bramh, besides its capability of its exhaustive transformation. As it
is said that there is no difference between qualified divinity and the unqualified Brahma; so declare the sages and men of
wisdom. That which is attribute less and formless, imperceptible and unborn, becomes qualified under the influence of
devotee's love/demand for energy or demand for electron. How can the absolute become qualified? In the same way as water
and the hail stone are non-different in substance but do differ in the energy level, visibility and shape. Water on its own does
not have shape but acquires the shape of the vessel it is kept in; whereas hail stone does. This leads to a concept that less
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energy allows stability and additional energy to dynamism. To touch upon the mystery Manas clarifies that

lxqufg vxqufg ufga dNq Hksnk A xkofga eqfu iqjku cq/k csnk AA cky dk.M nksgk 115 pkSikbZ 1
tks xqu jfgr lxqu lksb dSls A tyq fge miy fcyx ufga tSls AAcky dk.M nksgk 115 pkSikbZ 3
There is little difference between these above discussed forms but for the quantum of energy. This quantum of energy allows
change of state in the matter as mentioned in the example of water. The water is one of the five components of the body as
stated below. Basically all these five components ether, fire, water, air, earth do form the body but are dull in themselves.

vuy lehj xxu ty /kjuhA budj ukFk lgt tM+ djuhAA lqanj dk.M nksgk 58 pkSikbZ 1
Process of Condensation
It is Maya/reaction which brought them forth for the purpose of creation under an impulse from you
The above components when combine in a definite orientation leads to body formation and consequently forms the basis of
life. Which indicates why unqualified form transforms to qualified form. The unfolding of the sublime view that sees God
particles in every facet of creation encompassing universal love from the
initial microscopic perception of "all are mine and my aspect" is the essence.

fNfr ty ikod xxu lehjk A iap jfpr vfr v/ke ljhjk AA fdf"dU/kk dk.M
nksgk 10 pkSikbZ 2
ro izsfjr ek;k¡ mitk, A l`f"V gsrq lc xzaFkfu xk, AA lqUnj dk.M nksgk 58 pkSikbZ
1&2
vxqu v[kaM vuar vuknh A tsfg fparfga ijekjFkcknh AA cky dk.M nksgk 143
pkSikbZ 2
This world with all its varieties of life both moving and motionless is a
creation of my Maya. I love them all, because all are my creatures. But
human beings are dearest to me of all. The energy source and energy rests in
the single particle. Therefore initial use of MY is substituted by MM which denotes that source of energy(M) and energy(Y)
is in the same particle and due to its own reaction MAYA/Adi shakti(A is association of energy source/matter with
energy)the world is created, conserved and dissolved. Also the supra energy is created by the reaction in energy source itself.

ee ek;k laHko lalkjk A tho pjkpj fcfc/k izdkjk AA
lc ee fiz; lc ee mitk, A lc rs vf/kd euqt eksfg Hkk,AA mRrjdk.M nksgk 85[k pkSikbZ 2&3&4
In a similar manner, all animate and inanimate beings, including the sub-human species, gods, men and demons, in short the
whole of universe is my creation and I am equally compassionate to all. All are mine and are my aspects.

,fg fcf/k tho pjkpj tsrs A f=tx nso uj vlqj lesrs AA
vf[ky fcLo ;g eksj mik;k A lc ij eksfg cjkcfj nk;k AA mRrjdk.M nksgk 86 pkSikbZ 1&4
He who has bodied himself forth for the sake of his devotee/electron seeker is no other than the supreme eternal, who is all
pervading and ever free, who is the ruler of all the worlds and the lord of maya /Reaction.
Though these components do form the body still they themselves are made up of Bramh-Kan /God particle and this body
formation is independent of its will and potential.

lksb jkeq C;kid czã Hkqou fudk; ifr ek;k /kuh A
vorjsm vius Hkxr fgr futra= fur j?kqdqyeuh AA cky dk.M nksgk 50 Nan
Source of Matter Energy
In order to further clarify the Bramh-Kan (God Particle) Manas states that energy source shall be born as human being along
with its part manifestations.It means that one Bramh-Kan and supra-energy will appear together along with other particles
i.e. there will be one particle with energy, while the other particle will contain mass as well. My primordial energy Maya has
brought forth the universe.While Maya denotes interaction between ingredients, and catalyst (if required) and sharing or
fusion of energy under prevailing conditions.

bPNke; ujcs"k l¡okjs A gksvgm¡ izxV fudsr rqEgkjsa AA
valUg lfgr nsg /kfj rkrk A dfjgm¡ pfjr Hkxr lq[knkrk AA
vkfn lfDr tsfga tx mitk;kAlksm vorfjfg eksfj ;g ek;kAA cky dk.M nksgk 151 pkSikbZ 1&2
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The CERN experiment also found two particles one; of 123.5 GEV and other of 126.6 GEV. This indicates that the nuclear
particles of atom i.e. proton and neutron are also not fundamental particles rather they are made up of quarks which form
several other composite particles called hadrons. In this way proton is a member of Hadrons family which are the
fundamental particles. Thus Tulsi emphasized that in the world the only energy source is Bramh-Kan or god particle which
liberates energy and enlightens the world. And it is expressed for its various forms and as a controller of the world. Manas
says I shall justify all that was uttered by Narada and shall descend with my supreme energy. I will incarnate in Sun's family
along with my other integrated constituents and with supra energy.

valUg lfgr euqt vorkjk A ysgm¡ fnudj cal mnkjk AA cky dk.M nksgk 186 pkSikbZ 1
ukjn cpu lR; lc dfjgm¡ A ije lfDr lesr vorfjgm¡ AAcky dk.M nksgk 186 pkSikbZ 3
frUg dsa x`g vorfjgm¡ tkbZ A j?kqdqy fryd lks pkfjm HkkbZ AA cky dk.M nksgk 186 pkSikbZ 3
He who is known universally as the spirit, the form of light, manifests in all forms and is the lord of life as well as of matter.
This is mentioned that the whole world contains energy form and God particle, Bramh-kan is the source of energy. The
Bramh-Kan is the master of all actions, knowledge and attributes.

iq:"k izfLk) izdkl fuf/k izxV ijkoj ukFk A cky dk.M nksgk 116
The world of matter is the object of illumination, while Rama/Bramh-Kan is its illuminator. This Bramh-Kan is the source of
origin for all. The energy/supra-energy/ancient energy which is abundantly present in all but is not bounded with them and
does change as per need in various forms of matter for its conversion and substitution.

txr izdkL; izdkld jkew A ek;k/khl X;ku xqu /kkew AA
tklq lR;rk rs tM+ ek;k A Hkkl lR; bo eksg lgk;k AA cky dk.M nksgk 116 pkSikbZ 4
Structure and Orientation of Matter, energy in Bramh-kan
The root of all worldly beauty and pioneer super energy rests on the left part of the fundamental particle. In other words,
transverse section of an atom shows electron/energy on its left side. From a fragment of this particle of whose being emanate
countless Lakshmis, Umas and Bramanis (Saraswatis) all of them are mine of virtues and also emanate a number of
Sambhus, Viranchis and Vishnus.

cke Hkkx lksHkfr vuqdwyk A vkfnlfDr Nfcfuf/k txewyk AA
tklq val mitafg xqu[kkuh A vxfur yfPN mek czãkuh AAcky dk.M nksgk 147 pkSikbZ 2
laHkq fcjafp fc"uq Hkxokuk A mitfga tklq val rs ukuk AAcky dk.M nksgk 143 pkSikbZ 3
She further perceived innumerable satis (consorts of Shiva), consorts of Brahma and Laksmis (Consorts of Vishnu), all
peerless in beauty. They conformed in their appearance to the garb in which Brahma and the other gods appeared. In other
words energy is transformed from one form to another complementarily to the energy source particle.

lrh fc/kk=h bafnjk ns[kha vfer vuwi A
tsfga tsfga cs"k vtkfn lqj rsfg rsfg ru vuq:i AAcky dk.M nksgk 54
tks psru dg¡ tM+ djb tM+fg djb pSrU; A
vl leFkZ j?kquk;dfg Hktfga tho rS /kUg AAmRrjdk.M nksgk 119 [k
Reverence the feet of Sita and Rama/energy and energy source, who though stated to be different are yet identical just like a
word and its meaning or like water and the waves on its surface, and to whom the afflicted are most dear. This clearly denotes
that there is only difference of morphs while the other attributes may be common as well, which is illustrated in the following
lines. However, there is a change in the electro potential difference as electrons flow from high to low electro potential side.
Similarly, flow of water takes place from high altitudes to low side and the same concept is followed by lord Rama/energy
who loves poorest the most.

fxjk vjFk tc chfp le dfgvr fHkUu u fHkUu A
canm¡ lhrk jke in ftUgfg ije fiz; f[kUu AA cky dk.M nksgk 18
Appearance of Energy and Matter
In continuation to this, Tulsi states that in account of energy unqualified and qualified both are alike and are similar to the god
particle. But the difference of state between these is like the fire which is hidden in all woods all the time but at the time of
burning, fire appears and burns the materials. Means like god particle, energy is omniscient.
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vxqu lxqu nqb czã l:ik A vdFk vxk/k vukfn vuwik AA
,dq nk#xr nsf[kv ,dw A ikod le tqx czã fccsdw AAcky dk.M nksgk 22 pkSikbZ 1&2
Bramh-kan (God particle) whether in unqualified or qualified is one, desire less, formless, nameless, and unborn, who is
truth, consciousness and bliss. Who is supreme effulgence, all pervading and all formed-it is he who has performed many
deeds assuming a suitable form. As stated it is omniscient, it attains the shape and forms the body to perform various desired
activities in different life forms.

,d vuhg v:i vukek A vt lfPpnkuan ij /kkek AA
C;kid fcLo:i Hkxokuk A rsfga /kfj nsg pfjr —r ukuk AA cky dk.M nksgk 12 pkSikbZ 2
The presence of fundamental particles can be ascertained by creating an urge for electron or energy. The two aspects of
Brahma should be recognized as akin to fire: the one (absolute) represents fire which is latent in wood; while the other
(qualified divinity) corresponds to that which is externally visible.

vx txe; lc jfgr fcjkxh Aizse rsa izHkq izxVb ftfe vkxh AA cky dk.M nksgk
184 pkSikbZ 3
Besides creating an action to observe reaction it is established that god
particle Bramh-Kan is omniscient but it appears in relation to love that is
in high urge of electrons. In case of unqualified terms this process occurs
in external electro-potential difference where electrons flow from high
potential to low potential. In the qualified forms it takes place inside the
body parts with the help of active and passive electron transport to
perform metabolic activities while actions and reaction outside the body it
is seen in various forms.

gfj C;kid lcZ= lekuk A izse rsa izxV gksfga eSa tkuk AA
nsldky fnfl fcfnflgq ekgha dggq lks dgk¡ tgk¡ izHkq ukgha AA
nksgk 184 pkSikbZ 3&4

cky dk.M

This unqualified, without shape, unobservable, unborn entity does convert into qualified, shaped form due to demand of
devotee/energy.

C;kid vdy vuhg vt fuxqZu uke u :i A
Hkxr gsrq ukuk fcf/k djr pfj= vuwi AA cky dk.M nksgk 205
There is no difference between qualified divinity and the unqualified Brahma-kan. That which is attributes less and forms
less, imperceptible and unborn, becomes qualified under the influence of devotee's love/ urge of electron causing chemical
reaction leading to formation of matter as happens in photosynthesis.

vxqu v#i vy[k vt tksbZ A Hkxr izse cl lxqu lks gksbZ AA cky dk.M nksgk 115 pkSikbZ 1
iq¡Nsgq eksfg fd jgkSa dg¡ eSa iw¡Nr ldqpkm¡ A
tg¡ u gksgq rg¡ nsgq dfg rqEgfg ns[kkokSa Bkm¡ AA v;ks/;k dk.M nksgk 127
Satisfaction/saturation of energy level in an atom is the basis of all bonds. It is not for the need of another atom the one
couples with but for its own stability that is the cause of gathering of mass in God particle/Rama and creation of universe.

jkefga dsoy izse fi;kjk A tku ysgq tks tku fugkjk AA v;ks/;k dk.M nksgk 136 pkSikbZ 1
It is the progenitor of the smaller creations
Established it as the very basis of life and being only means of all activities/performance it is supremely dear to all, like child;
it is the life of each life, the vitality of the soul.

iwr ije fiz; rqe lcgh ds A izku izku ds thou th dsAA v;ks/;k dk.M nksgk 55 pkSikbZ 4
All the living beings in the world, do love these boys/the energy source and energy it self. Because these are the fundamental
ingredients of all the bodies and bodily activities.

, fiz; lcfga tgk¡ yfx izkuh A eu eqlqdkfga jkeq lqfu ckuh AA cky dk.M nksgk 215 pkSikbZ 4
No body has been able to discover His beginning or end. Energy/Bramh-kan walks without feet, hears without ears and
performs actions of various kinds even without hands. He enjoys all tastes without a mouth (palate) and is the cleverest
speaker though devoid of speech. He touches without a body (the tactile sense), sees without eyes and catches all odors
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without a nose (the olfactory sense). His ways are thus supernatural in every respect and his glory is beyond description.

ru fcuq ijl u;u fcuq ns[kk A xzgb ?kzku fcuq ckl vls"kkAA
vfl lc Hkk¡fr vykSfdd djuh A efgek tklq tkb ufga cjuh AA cky dk- nks-117 pkS- 2&3&4
fcuq ri rst fd dj fcLrkjk A ty fcuq jl fd gksb lalkjkAA mRRkj dk.M nksgk 89 [k pkSikbZ 3
There is nothing in this world which cannot be attained through penance. He further related at countless marvelous stories
connected with the creation, maintenance and dissolution of the universe.

mn~Hko ikyu izy; dgkuh A dgsfl vfer vkpjt c[kkuh AA cky dk.M nksgk 162 pkSikbZ 4
Mode of Function
By virtue of penance the creator creates the universe, Vishnu protects the whole world, Sambhu brings about dissolution,
Sesa bears the burden of the earth on the head and In fact, the entire creation rests on penance.

ricy rsa tx l`tb fc/kkrk A ricy fc"uq Hk, ifj=krk AA
ricy laHkq djfg la?kkjk A ri rsa vxe u dNq lalkjk AA cky dk.M nksgk 162 pkSikbZ 1&2
ri v/kkj lc l`f"V Hkokuh A djfg tkb riq vl ft;¡ tkuhAA cky dk.M nksgk 72 pkSikbZ 2&3
While you are the custodian of the Vedic laws/source of energy, laws of mass formation and the lord of the universe, Sita is
your Maya /divine energy who creates, preserves and dissolves the universe on receiving the tacit approval of your gracious
self.

Jqfr lsrq ikyd jke rqEg txnhl ek;k tkudh A
tks l`tfr txq ikyfr gjfr :[k ikb —ikfu/kku dh AAv;ks/;k dk.M Nan 125
This world is a spectacle and you are its spectator; nay, you make even Brahma (the creator), Vishnu (the preserver) and
Sambhu (the destroyer) dance to your tune.
Similarly in the modern physics during alpha decay nucleus emits alpha particles, it may result in a new element with a lower
atomic number. While during beta decay and electron capture the transformation of a neutron into a proton or a proton into a
neutron occur. The neutron to proton transition is accompanied by the emission of electron and anti neutrino; while proton to
neutron transition causes the emission of a positron and a neutrino. The electron or positron emission is called beta particles.

txq is[ku rqEg ns[kfugkjs A fcf/k gfj laHkq upkofugkjs AA v;ks/;k dk.M nksgk 126 pkSikbZ 1
Bhawani(Eternal consort of Siva)is mother of the universe, unborn and imperishable energy, which has no beginning; is
Shambhu's (source of oxidation)inseparable half. She creates, maintains and then dissolves the universe and assumes the
semblance of a material form at her own will.

vtk vukfn lfDr vfcukflfu A lnk laHkq vj/kax fuokflfu AAcky dk.M nksgk 97 pkSikbZ 2
tx laHko ikyu y; dkfjfu A fut bPNk yhyk ciq /kkfjfu AAcky dk.M nksgk 97 pkSikbZ 2
Potential of Bramh-Kan
While describing the potential of God particle/Bramh-kan/Rama body possesses the charm of the myriad cupids. He is as
inexorable in crushing the enemy as countless millions of Durgas. He enjoys the luxury of a myriad Indra and is
immeasurable in expanse as myriad firmaments.

tx egq¡ l[kk fulkpj tsrs A yfNeuq gub fufe"k egq¡ rsrs AA lqUnj dk.M nksgk 43 pkSikbZ 4
jkeq dke lr dksfV lqHkx ru A nqxkZ dksfV vfer vfj enZu AA
lØ dksfV lr lfjl fcyklkA uHk lr dksfV vfer vodklkAA mRrjdk.M nksgk 90 [k pkSikbZ 4
He has the might of the myriad winds and the brilliance of a myriad Sun. He is as cool as myriad moons and allays all the
fears of mundane existence. Again he is irresistible unapproachable and interminable as a myriad deaths. Nay the lord is
irrepressible as a myriad fire.

lfl lr dksfV lqlhry leu ldy Hko =kl AA mRrjdk.M nksgk 91 d
dky dksfV lr lfjl vfr nqLrj nqxZ nqjar A
/kwedsrq lr dksfV le nqjk/kj"k Hkxoar AA mRrjdk.M nksgk 91 [k
The energy source is unfathomable as a myriad Patalas and dreadful as a myriad Yamas. He is immovable as Himalayas and
as deep as a myriad sea. He is as sharp as countless millions of Saradas and possesses the creative skill of a myriad Brahmas.
Again, he is as good a preserver as a myriad Vishnus and as thorough a destroyer as a myriad Rudras. In other words god
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particle carries immeasurable strength comparable to all above cited example.

izHkq vxk/k lr dksfV irkyk A leu dksfV lr lfjl djkyk AA
fgefxfj dksfV vpy j?kqchjk A fla/kq dksfV lr le xaHkhjk AA
lkjn dksfV vfer prqjkbZ A fcf/k lr dksfV l`f"V fuiqukbZ AA
fc"uq dksfV le ikyu drkZ A :nz dksfV lr le lagrkZ AA mRrjdk.M nksgk 91 [k pkSikbZ 1]4
The ways of providence are most perverse and strange. He creates, maintains and then destroys. In other words vicious cycle
continues. Synthesis and destruction runs simultaneously. This process allows metabolism in the living body where
synthesis of glucose and its destruction after a while continues in a vicious circle. As said

lqfu llksp dg nsfc lqfe=k A fcf/k xfr cfM+ fcijhr fcfp=k AA
tks l`ft ikyb gjb cgksjh A cky dsfy le fcf/k efr Hkksjh AA v;ks/;k dk.M nksgk 281 pkS- 1
Fire is his mouth and Varuna (the God presiding over the waters), his tongue; while the creation preservation and destruction
of the universe are his gestures. Means at the outer most periphery fire/electrons exist in the atom which is negatively
charged. The core of atom contains water opposite to fire means it contains positive charge proton. The actions of these
particles do play a role in creation, conservation and dissolution of worldly matters. In other words in the orientation of God
particle negatively charged particles encircle the positively charged core which provides stabilization of sub-atomic body.

vkuu vuy vacqifr thgk A mrifr ikyu izy; lehgk AA
jkse jkft v"Vknl Hkkjk A vfLFk lSy lfjrk ul tkjk AA yadk dk.M nksgk 14 pkSikbZ 3&4
The ties of all affections bonds, a pious soul gathers up and twists in to a string where with he binds his soul to my feet. Manas
shows the mechanism of coupling that when other particle is freed from all its previous bonds and falls in the vicinity of God
particle both the God particle and the other one couple with each other. However, till the particle circles in its own
electromagnetic field the Higgs-boson particle do not combine. Thus Higgs-Englert-Brout mechanism appears to be similar
to that proposed in Manas.

lc dS eerk rkx cVksjh A ee in eufg ckWa/k cfj Mksjh AA -lqUnj dk.M nksgk 47 pkSikbZ 2]3
The most incomparable fruit of my seeing is that the soul attains its natural state. Because one understands physics,
chemistry of non-living and physical, chemical and biochemical processes of living beings. On analysis it comes out that all
are consisted of similar physical and chemical moieties and all have a similarity at a molecular, atomic and sub-atomic level.
When it is realized that all do contain smallest, common particles then it can be understood in a way that all are one and
originated from the common ancestor.

ee njlu Qy ije vuwik A tho iko fut lgt l:ik AA vj.; dk.M nksgk 35 pkSikbZ 5
The other (knowledge), which brings forth the creation and which holds sway over the three gunas (sattva,rajas and tamas) is
directed by the lord and has no strength of its own. These particles have capability to develop into other worldly matters
however, till God particles yield life from the non-living matter. It is God particle which is initiator and basic inducing
particles.

,d jpb tx xqu cl tkds A izHkq izsfjr ufga fut cy rkds AA vj.; dk.M nksgk 14 pkSikbZ 3
The attribute less aspect of the Godhead is easy to understand; but no one can comprehend the embodied form. Even sage's
soul is bewildered on hearing the various exploits of the Lord, both of an intelligible and baffling character. In other words to
understand inanimate is easier than to understand about animate. This also shows that by knowing physics and chemistry
origin of life and its biology cannot be understood without knowing the actual inductive mechanism or transformation from
non-living to living ones.

fuxqZu :i lqyHk vfr lxqu tku ufga dksb A
lqxe vxe ukuk pfjr lqfu eqfu eu Hkze gksb AA mRrjdk.M nksgk 73 ¼[k½
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Comparison between Higgs-boson particle and Bramh-Kan (God particle)
Higgs - boson particle
Standard Physical Model suggests that atom
consists of four groups of particles, 6 each of
bosons, leptons and quarks and 49 particles of
less significance.

Bramh-kan
Maruts are 49 in number

2

Two particles obtained on Large Hadrons
Collider experiment; one with 123.5 GEV and the
other 126.6 GEV (Gega Electro Volt).

Two particles are discussed one of them is Energy
source (Mayapati) controller and second one is
energy (MAYA). Both are present in the same moiety,
and energy is created (adishakti) due to reaction in/with
the energy source.

3

Higgs-boson particle originated from proton
collusion, it couples with other particles under
Higgs field and forms mass.

Bramh-Kan couples with other particles under in its
impact field only. Demand based coupling in the field
and consequent fusion is reported.

4

Atom generally deals with four physical forces i.e.
Electromagnetic, gravitational, strong nuclear and
weak nuclear.

Fundamental particle acts as inducer and catalyst as
well.
Particle forms the basis of reaction for mass formation
and other chemical reaction.

5

Allows understanding of the fundamental
physical structure only.

Allows understanding of fundamental particle, for
imperishability& omniscience.

6

Charged and uncharged particles are
Orientation based on the size of the atom.
Location of two particles in the vicinity of mother
particle (Proton) is not shown.

On left side of the Bramh-kan, negatively charged
particles are shown and uncharged particle are
reported at the centre with positively charged
particle covering 50% area of the Bramh-kan.

7

Functions of God particles not discussed.

8

Potential of these particles not discussed.

Functions of particles are discussed like creation,
conservation and dissolution.
Potential of Bramh-kan has been described in detail.

9

Induction quality and catalytic role not
described.

Role of fundamental particle as inducer and
catalyst is well discussed.

10

Two particles originate from different sources.

Both particles and attribute carrying particles
originate from the same particle.

11

This shows a wide variation from the modern
CERN experiment.

The energy is yielded in complimentarily to the shape
of the energy source.

12

The experiments are done in 20th century.

The script was written in 1630 BC.

13

51 short lived nuclids
primordial energy source.

from

51 shakti peeth originated from primordial energy
source.

14

Big Bang spontaneous symmetry breaking
happened in 10-11 seconds.

In Manas Model in obedience to whose fiat
reaction/maya brings forth multitudes of universe in
the quarter of a second.

1

originated
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WAY FORWARD/POSTULATES
1.

Maruts which are 49 in number are comparable to 49 particles of less significance in standard Physical model, do not
function on their own rather need stimulation for releasing energy. Identified stimulants could be tested in the light of
Standard Physical Model/beyond this model. 3/14-32/125 chhand, 4/29-2,2/126-1

2.

The two stimulants induce 49 Maruts .The induction needs to be studied in particle physics. 1/147-2, 1/143-3;1/54

3.

Energy transforms as per the source of energy/its path and also fits in the garb of energy source. This theory requires
exploration by Standard Physical Model.

4.

Role of energy converting non-living to living needs studies. In Manas it is attributed to the stimulation of Bramh-kan.
1/115-3; 7/119 kh; 7/73 kh

5.

Conversion of non -metal to metal by reducing energy level/Molecular weight needs to be explored under Standard
Physical Model.

6.

Presence of energy is oriented towards left of the particle covering half of the area in an atom. 1/147-1; 1/97-3

7.

Potentials described for the god particle and energy transformation from one form to another should be explored in
modern science. 7/90/91

The above description clearly reveals Manas treasure of advanced knowledge on nuclear physics over and above of modern
science in the field of nuclear physics. In other words Manas contains beyond Standard Physical Model.
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